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Vertebrates respond to unpredictable noxious environmental stimuli by
increasing secretion of glucocorticoids (CORT). Although this hormonal
stress response is adaptive, high levels of CORT may induce significant costs
if stressful situations are frequent. Thus, alternative coping mechanisms that
help buffer individuals against environmental stressors may be selected for
when the costs of CORT levels are elevated. By allowing individuals to identify, anticipate and cope with the stressful circumstances, cognition may enable
stress-specific behavioural coping. Although there is evidence that behavioural
responses allow animals to cope with stressful situations, it is unclear whether
or not cognition reduces investment in the neuroendocrine stress response.
Here, we report that in birds, species with larger brains relative to their
body size show lower baseline and peak CORT levels than species with smaller
brains. This relationship is consistent across life-history stages, and cannot be
accounted for by differences in life history and geographical latitude. Because a
large brain is a major feature of birds that base their lifetime in learning new
things, our results support the hypothesis that enhanced cognition represents
a general alternative to the neuroendocrine stress response.
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Organisms are constantly challenged by their environment. Most of these challenges may be perceived as stressful and how organisms cope with such stress
can have important fitness consequences [1]. One important mechanism by
which vertebrates respond to stressful stimuli is the neuroendocrine stress response,
which is a highly conserved reaction for two reasons. First, its physiological background, the activation of the hypothalamus–pituitary–adrenal axis, is common
in all vertebrates; and second, a large variety of uncontrollable noxious stimuli
(commonly referred to as stressors) trigger the same general response [2,3]. In reaction to stressors, the secretion of glucocorticoid (CORT) hormones can increase
within 2–3 min, usually reaching peak concentrations within 15–60 min [4,5].
Such stress-induced increase in CORT concentrations shows heritable variation
[6,7] and it is thought to be adaptive because it redirects behaviour and physiology
towards immediate survival functions (inducing an ‘emergency life-history stage
(LHS)’; [4,8–11]). However, chronic elevation of CORT levels owing to frequent
exposure to stressors may result in substantial costs in terms of survival and reproduction, including an impairment of immune function and a reduction of metabolic
efficiency [3,8], although this view is not free of criticisms [12].
Despite qualitative similarities in the neuroendocrine stress response, the magnitude of the stress response dramatically varies among different taxa [13–16],
implying that animals may react to similar challenges in diverse ways. For instance,
among bird species (where variation of the neuroendocrine stress response is best
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2. Methods
(a) Glucocorticoid levels
We compiled a database from the primary literature published
before May 2010 on circulating CORT concentrations. We searched
for articles on the ISI Web of Knowledge database using the keyword ‘corticosterone’ and filtered out studies on non-avian taxa.
Based on the original articles, we categorized the LHSs in which
CORT was measured into migration, wintering, pre-breeding
and parental phase of breeding. We excluded those data where
the description of the studies did not allow for unambiguously
classifying the LHS. We also excluded studies from the moult
stage, because often it was not clearly reported whether or not
the birds were actually moulting during the post-breeding moulting period and also because during moult the CORT production is
heavily downregulated [13]; therefore, in many species, the
measured values were close to or below the detection limits of
the assays. Migration included both spring and autumn migration
(the electronic supplementary material, appendix A contains
which type of migration was used for a given species). Wintering
was defined as all non-breeding periods except for the post-breeding moult period. Pre-breeding was defined as LHSs from territory
establishment through the onset of incubation, and therefore
included samples collected during the periods of courtship, copulation, nest building, egg formation and egg-laying. The parental
phase of breeding included both incubation and chick-rearing.
From the published records, we extracted two hormone levels
(in ng ml21): (i) baseline CORT, i.e. sampled immediately upon
capture within 3 min [41] or more if the study validated that
CORT had not begun to increase during that time interval (range
0–7 min; mean þ s.d. ¼ 3.08 þ 0.92, n ¼ 648). This measure is an
approximation for the seasonal baseline level of CORT that the animals should maintain to cope with the predictable demands of the
current LHS (allostatic load, ‘state B’ sensu [42]); and (ii) peak
CORT, i.e. the highest stress-induced level among all measurements following capture and restraint for 5–70 min (mean þ
s.d. ¼ 35.33 þ 22.18 min, n ¼ 444). This measure corresponds to
the acutely elevated levels of CORT triggered by unpredictable
perturbations that cannot be prepared for and may shift the animals into the ‘emergency LHS’ (allostatic overload, ‘state C’
sensu [42]). Whenever the given study allowed, we collected
CORT data separately for the sexes, otherwise we collected
CORT data combined for the sexes. Although sex-specific analyses
were not carried out, the reason for collecting sex-specific values
was to control for potential bias in sampling in the original studies.
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Because species vary in relative brain size [32], the importance of cognition in dealing with stress is also expected to
vary across taxa. This may result in a trade-off that defines a
continuum of the stress response, ranging from species that
primarily rely on plastic behavioural responses to species that
mostly rely on organism-wide hormonal responses. If so, we
predict that the magnitude of the hormonal stress response
should be negatively correlated with cognitive capacity as
reflected by the species’ brain size. To test this prediction, we
compiled a global database documenting 330 CORT level
values of 119 avian species from temperate and tropical regions
and tested the association between brain size and CORT levels
with a recent Bayesian modelling technique [37,38] that allows
for an analysis of intraspecific variation while correcting for
problems associated with phylogenetic and regional nonindependence among data. Given the correlative nature of
our analyses, we were careful to control for key factors that
could obscure or confound any brain–CORT association (for
a similar approach, see [39,40]).
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documented), there is approximately 12-fold variation in the
maximum stress hormone levels within a single LHS, and
the baseline hormone concentrations show even higher variation, exceeding an 80-fold difference (see the electronic
supplementary material, appendix A). This huge and seemingly
adaptive interspecific variation in circulating stress hormone
levels suggests that the benefits and costs associated with
coping mechanisms differ among avian taxa. Extrinsic factors
may be accounted for part of this variation. For example, it has
long been known that unpredictable stressors provoke strong,
persistent CORT responses in rats [17]. However, it is increasingly becoming clear that the optimal stress response also
depends on the existence of alternative mechanisms that allow
buffering individuals against stress without any need to increase
hormone levels, for example by avoiding the stressor [3].
To efficiently cope with a stressor requires the capacity to
identify, anticipate and behaviourally cope with the stressful
circumstance [18]. Cognition, defined as the neuronal processes concerned with the acquisition, retention and use of
information [19], may be one of the alternative mechanisms
that enable stress-specific behavioural coping. There is
ample evidence that changes in behaviour are an important
mechanism through which animals deal with stressful situations, including predation risk, food shortages and human
disturbances (reviewed in [20,21]). For example, elk (Cervus
elaphus) reduces the stress caused by wolf presence by
increasing the proportion of time spent vigilant and by
moving into the protective cover of wooded areas [22]. Interestingly, the response to wolf presence is better explained by
changes in behavioural patterns than by changes in CORT
concentrations [22]. The role of behaviour in coping with
stress is expected to be particularly important in animals
whose fitness heavily depends on learning new things throughout their lifetime (cognitive life style, hereafter). Baboons (Papio
anubis), for example, rarely experience stressors associated with
famine or predators, but instead may suffer from social stressors. Baboons are able to handle such stress by cultivating
friendships [23]. Although there is evidence to support the
cognitive buffer hypothesis [24–26], suggesting that behavioural modifications can buffer individuals from stressful situations,
whether cognition serves as a general alternative to activation
of the neuroendocrine stress responses is presently unknown.
We ask here whether species characterized by a cognitive
life style tend to invest less in a neuroendocrine stress system
using a comprehensive phylogenetic-based comparative analysis
in birds.
Characterizing the cognitive life style on large comparative
datasets covering a broad spectrum of species is extremely
difficult [27,28], yet the size of the whole brain relative to
body size (relative brain size, hereafter) can serve as an indirect
approximation. Although finer morphological measures to
quantify the performance of the brain in cognitive tasks have
been proposed (e.g. association areas of the brain, and density
of neurons and glia), these are difficult to obtain and hence are
only available for a few species [27]. However, there exists a
tight relationship between neuron numbers, the size of the
association areas and brain size after removing the common
effects of body size (reviewed in [27]). More importantly, the
validity of relative brain size as a surrogate of cognitive life
style is supported in birds by experimental and comparative
evidence that large brains are associated with a higher propensity for learning [29–33] and better performance in dealing
with novel or altered environments [34–36].
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Brains vary in whole size, size of their parts, density of neurons
and glia, as well as density of neurotransmitter receptors, and
each of these features has been suggested to reflect the performance of the brain in cognitive tasks [27]. We focused on size of the
whole brain mainly for reasons of data availability. The analysis
of whole-brain size is justified for three main empirical reasons
(reviewed by [27] and see also references therein). First, neuron
density and relevant brain component volumes (e.g. the Pallium
areas of the avian brain associated with innovation and learning)
are tightly correlated with whole-brain volumes. Second, several
measures of behavioural flexibility, including innovation and
learning, correlate with brain volume in birds and mammals.
Finally, large-brained birds and mammals tend to exhibit higher
ability to survive novel ecological challenges, as suggested by
their higher success when introduced in novel environments or
when dealing with environmental alterations. Thus, although we
agree with Healy & Rowe [43] on the importance of examining
brain structure and components when appropriate data become
available, our assumption that a large brain may facilitate behavioural responses to stressful situations is well supported by
empirical evidence.
We obtained published data on whole-brain size based on
previously published papers [44– 47]. We used actual brain
mass, where available, but we also included cranial endocast
measures converted to mass by multiplying the reported value
by the density of fresh brain tissue (1.036 g ml21) [34]. Previous
studies have shown that both metrics are strongly correlated
and that combining them in a similar analysis does not alter
the conclusions [32,48,49]. When information on brain size was
available from different sources, we used mean values or the
value based on larger sample sizes. Information on brain mass
was available for 97 of the 119 species that we considered. For
the remaining species, brain size was estimated by using the
average brain mass of the closest taxonomic level (genus,
which predicts 91% of the variance at the species level; [34]).
Restricting our analyses only to those species where brain mass
data was available did not change our results qualitatively (see
the electronic supplementary material, table S17).
To remove the allometric effect on brain size (larger birds have
larger brains), we calculated the residuals from a linear regression
between log-transformed brain mass and log-transformed body
mass (residual brain mass henceforth). This model produced
a highly significant relationship between the two variables
(r 2 ¼ 0.94, p , 0.0001) and visual inspection revealed no sign of
heteroscedasticity or any pattern in the residuals, indicating a
good fit [50]. Thus, a positive residual brain mass indicates that
the brain is larger than expected by body size, whereas a negative
residual brain mass indicates that the brain is smaller than
expected by body size.

(c) Confounding variables
To control for the effects of potentially confounding variables, we
collected data on aspects of interspecific life-history variation

(d) Modelling approach
We investigated the evolutionary relationships between CORT
levels and brain size with Bayesian phylogenetic mixed-effects
models based on Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) estimations, as implemented in the R package ‘MCMCglmm’ v.
2.17 [37,38,54]. MCMCglmm allows the simultaneous analysis
of multiple response variables (baseline and peak CORT, in our
case) while controlling for the effect of shared ancestry and
repeated measures of the response (repeated CORT measures
within species, in our case). Shared ancestry was taken into
account by specifying a phylogenetic variance– covariance
matrix based on a phylogenetic supertree (see the electronic supplementary material, appendix B; [55] assuming gradual branch
lengths, i.e. proportional to the number of nodes (Nee’s method;
[56]). Parameter estimates are based on the posterior distribution
with 95% credible intervals (lower and upper CI).
Analyses were run in three stages (details in the electronic supplementary material, pp. 2–10). In the first stage, we estimated the
repeatability of baseline and peak CORT levels within species [57].
This is essential, because if CORT levels are not repeatable, then
they cannot be used in the interspecific comparative analyses.
Repeatability was estimated separately for baseline and peak
CORT as the intraclass correlation coefficient obtained by dividing
species variance by total variance while taking into account LHS
and phylogeny.
In the second stage, we investigated whether baseline and
peak CORT show correlated phenotypic evolution or evolve independently as two traits, and we also tested the effect of phylogeny
in these analyses. This allowed us to define the best structure
of random effects for subsequent analyses. We tested four structures (see the electronic supplementary material, table S1): (i) no
phylogenetic effects (i.e. species as independent data points) yet
evolutionary correlation between baseline and peak CORT
levels; (ii) no phylogenetic effects and no evolutionary correlation
between CORT levels; (iii) phylogenetic effects (i.e. unstructured
phylogenetic variance–covariance matrix allowing the estimation
of variance of each trait due to evolutionary history) and a covariance between baseline and peak CORT levels attributable to
shared ancestry between species [39]; and (iv) phylogenetic effects
yet covariance between baseline and peak CORT levels set to zero
(i.e. assuming independent evolution of the traits). We compared
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(b) Brain size

that have been shown to be related to CORT levels. First,
according to Bókony et al. [14], we calculated the ‘brood value’
for each species, i.e. the number of offspring in the current reproduction relative to the number of offspring that can be produced
during the lifetime of an average individual of the species. This
variable has a negative effect on avian stress response during
the parental phase of breeding [14]. Brood value was calculated
as log10(clutch size/(clutch size  number of broods per year 
average reproductive lifespan)).
Second, we gathered data on body mass for two reasons. On
the one hand, larger birds have lower baseline CORT levels, indicating a lower overall metabolism and/or that large mass may
serve as a buffer against some stressors [14,15]. On the other
hand, body mass may also influence the magnitude of the
stress response (i.e. peak CORT), because body mass is strongly
related to pace of life which may affect CORT across various
LHSs [51]. We calculated the average of male and female body
mass where sex-specific body mass data were available, and
log-transformed body mass before the analyses.
Third, CORT levels may vary latitudinally [14,52,53]. Therefore, we collected data on the latitude of each study site, then we
calculated the mean latitude weighted by the sample size for
each species and for each LHS. We used the absolute values of
latitude in the analyses. The complete dataset and data sources
are given in the electronic supplementary material, appendix A.

rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org

For both baseline and peak CORT in each sex, we calculated the
weighted mean (by sample size) of the different estimates, and
then we used the mean value of the sexes to generate one baseline
and one peak value per species. We excluded CORT data measured
in individuals that were subjected to experimental manipulations
(e.g. hormone implantation, brood size manipulation) or extreme
conditions (e.g. severe storms) that are expected or known to alter
their CORT levels. All reported CORT values are total levels (i.e.
free CORT plus CORT bound to plasma binding proteins; free
CORT levels were available only for 22 species). In total, we used
CORT and brain data for 119 bird species from 189 studies of
CORT (see the electronic supplementary material, appendix A).
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DDIC

ﬁxed effects in the model

DIC

1

level þ LHS þ BV þ mass þ latitude þ brain þ brain  level þ brain  LHS

1940.36

0.00

2
3

level þ LHS þ BV þ mass þ latitude þ brain þ brain  level þ brain  LHS þ brain  level  LHS
level þ LHS þ BV þ mass þ latitude þ brain þ brain  LHS

1940.54
1940.91

0.18
0.54

4

level þ LHS

1948.68

8.32

5
6

level þ LHS þ BV þ mass þ latitude
level þ LHS þ BV þ mass þ latitude þ brain þ brain  level

1950.16
1951.87

9.80
11.50

7

level þ LHS þ BV þ mass þ latitude þ brain

1952.73

12.37

these models using the information-theoretic approach [58].
Specifically, we used the deviance information criterion (DIC)
[37], which is the Bayesian equivalent of the more commonly
used Akaike information criterion.
In the last stage, we used the best structure of random factors
to model baseline and peak CORT levels (multi-response variables) as a function of residual brain mass and all confounding
variables (explanatory variables). We again investigated the
relative importance of the explanatory variables using the information-theoretic approach [58]. We built a priori candidate
models explaining the interspecific variation in CORT levels
(table 1), and ranked the models based on their DIC differences
(DDIC). The simplest model merely describes the differences of
CORT values between baseline and peak levels and across
LHSs. All the rest of the models also control for the potentially
confounding effects of brood value, body mass and latitude, differing only in the interaction terms included. The terms ‘level 
brain’ and ‘LHS  brain’ express that the relationship between
CORT and brain size differs between baseline and peak levels
and across LHSs, respectively, whereas the term ‘level  LHS 
brain’ tests whether baseline and peak CORT is differently
related to brain size in different LHSs (i.e. different slopes for
baseline and CORT in every LHS). We report the parameter estimates ( posterior means) and corresponding 95% CI values for
the fully parametrized model, parameter estimates of all other
models are reported in the electronic supplementary material,
tables S2 – S8.

3. Results
CORT levels exhibited substantial variation among LHSs
(figure 1). The baseline and peak CORT measures were consistent within species, showing repeatabilities of 0.60 (CI:
0.47– 0.76) and 0.49 (CI: 0.32–0.65), respectively. Thus,
CORT measures can be considered species’ traits and are
thus valid for interspecific comparative analyses.
Models assuming correlated evolution of baseline and
peak CORT received substantially more support than
models assuming independent evolution of the two traits,
both when species were treated as independent data points
(DDIC ¼ 21.13) and when evolutionary history was taken
into account (DDIC ¼ 2.42). From these correlated evolution
models, the best support was for the model where species
were treated as independent evolutionary units, indicating
only a moderate phylogenetic effect on the CORT levels
( phylogenetic heritability was 0.39). We consequently used

models with correlated evolution and species treated as
independent data points in the next analyses (for models
with phylogeny, see electronic supplementary material,
tables S9 –S16).
As expected from our hypothesis, CORT levels were consistently lower in species with larger residual brain mass
(figure 1). Indeed, our top three models in the model selection approach received almost equal support, and they all
included residual brain mass, and an interaction between
LHS and residual brain mass, whereas models excluding
this interaction or brain size altogether received considerably
less support (table 1). Our top three models differ only in the
slope parameters describing how peak CORT levels vary
with residual brain size.
Our best model predicts that baseline CORT levels
decrease with increasing residual brain mass, but this effect
is more pronounced in the wintering and pre-breeding
stages than during parenting and disappears during
migration (see the electronic supplementary material, figure
S1 and table 2). Peak CORT levels vary with residual brain
mass more steeply than baseline levels in each LHS, but
these differences in slope remain the same in different
LHSs (see the electronic supplementary material, table S2
and figure S1). Our second best model is fully parametrized,
where both baseline and peak CORT levels vary with residual
brain mass differently in each LHS (three-way interaction),
predicting different slopes for baseline and peak levels as a
function of residual brain mass (table 2 and electronic supplementary material, figure S2). Our third model predicts
different CORT levels for different LHSs, and an effect of
residual brain mass that also varies between LHSs (brain :
LHS interaction in the electronic supplementary material,
table S4 and figure S3). However, for any given LHS, this
model predicts identical slopes for peak and baseline levels.
Potential confounding effects (body mass, latitude and
brood value) have little, if any, effect on CORT levels overall
(see the electronic supplementary material, tables S2 –S8).

4. Discussion
Comparing the stress hormone levels and brain sizes of 119
avian species (including 24 species with genus-level estimates
of brain size), our study has revealed a negative relationship
between CORT concentrations and residual brain mass that
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model no.
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Table 1. Comparison of candidate models of CORT levels based on deviance information criterion (DIC). (Baseline and peak CORT are simultaneously modelled
in a multi-response Bayesian phylogenetic mixed model. Variables included as predictors in the models are level (i.e. baseline versus peak CORT), life-history
stage (LHS), log body mass (mass), absolute distance from equator (latitude), brood value (BV) and residual brain mass (brain).)
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Figure 1. Relationship between residual brain size and levels of baseline and peak corticosterone (for statistics, see table 2). Residual brain mass was calculated as
residuals from a linear regression between log body mass (independent variable) and log brain mass (response variable). Lines are linear regression fits to the raw
data in each life-history stage.
varied across LHSs. Both baseline and peak CORT levels
showed a decreasing slope with increasing residual brain
mass during the wintering and pre-breeding phases and,
to a lesser extent, also in the parental breeding phase. For
the migratory phase, peak but not baseline CORT exhibited
the same negative relationship with brain size. Thus, our
prediction that birds with larger brains have lower circulating levels of stress hormones is supported in the majority of
the comparisons.
Our analyses show that baseline and peak CORT levels
evolve as correlated traits with low phylogenetic inertia.
Given that hormone levels are able to change rapidly as a
function of the environment, it is reasonable that we do not
find a strong phylogenetic constraint on these traits [14].
However, our analyses cannot contribute to discern whether
the effect of brain size on the evolution of CORT levels happens primarily through natural selection acting on baseline
levels (with correlated responses on peak levels), peak
levels (with correlated responses on baseline levels) or other
factors not considered in the study that affect both baseline
and peak levels. We also acknowledge that CORT levels
are just one part of a very complex physiological system
that includes other hormones, binding proteins, two types
of cellular receptors (mineralocorticoid and glucocorticoid
receptors) and at least one type of membrane-integrated
receptor and several target genes [59]. Although all these regulators of CORT action may also differ across species [60] and
vary depending on physiological states and environmental

conditions [61], we found relatively high repeatabilities for
both baseline and peak CORT levels, corroborating our earlier results [14]. This supports the notion that hormone
levels coevolve with downstream endocrine components;
therefore, plasma hormone levels may be considered as a
relatively easily measurable trait of the phenotypic variation in the underlying endocrine machinery (reviewed by
Williams [62] and see also Bókony et al. [14]).
The negative relationship between CORT concentrations
and residual brain mass was especially marked for peak
CORT levels. Such CORT levels can be interpreted as acute hormonal responses induced by stressful situations, and hence the
lower peak CORT levels of large-brained birds may reflect that
these species have evolved compensatory mechanisms to minimize the use of their neuroendocrine stress response, such as
enhanced cognitive capacities for coping with stressful situations. Interestingly, a less steep but still negative relationship
was exhibited by baseline CORT levels in the wintering and
pre-breeding stages, which may be explained by the role of
baseline CORT in preparing the organism to perform better
under expected future stressful situations [13]. According to
the cognitive buffer hypothesis (reviewed by Sol [26]), this preparative effect should be less crucial for species with larger
brains, more capable of dealing with ecological challenges
through learning and other behavioural coping mechanisms.
The relationship between brain size and CORT levels is
unlikely to be a by-product of their common relationship
with the fast –slow continuum of life-history variation. This
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parameter estimates

posterior mean

lower CI

upper CI

p-value

17.17

6.58

27.91

0.002

peak CORT (wintering)
LHS migrationa

51.32
9.15

40.13
4.14

62.71
13.95

,0.001
,0.001

LHS pre-breedinga
LHS parental breedinga

3.41
0.39

20.52
23.24

7.31
3.65

0.089
0.797

3.74
20.78

23.42
21.76

10.36
0.14

0.279
0.108

0.03

20.09

0.15

0.598

221.35
243.10

234.78
277.71

26.42
29.19

0.004
0.012

27.49
1.30

8.13
216.27

45.66
18.87

0.007
0.878

19.85

5.88

35.36

0.012

peak CORT  LHS migration  residual brain mass
peak CORT  LHS pre-breeding  residual brain massd

26.90
33.18

227.31
210.18

84.13
77.17

0.354
0.134

peak CORT  LHS parental breeding  residual brain massd

37.96

1.39

73.57

0.042

brood value
body mass (log)
latitude (absolute value)
b

residual brain mass
peak CORT  residual brain mass
LHS migration  residual brain massc
LHS pre-breeding  residual brain massc
LHS parental breeding  residual brain massc
d

a

Contrast with baseline CORT in the wintering LHS.
For baseline levels in the wintering LHS.
c
Contrast with the residual brain mass effect on baseline CORT in the wintering LHS.
d
Contrast with the residual brain mass effect on peak CORT in the wintering LHS.
b

is because while species with a large brain relative to body mass
tend to be at the ‘slow’ extreme of the continuum [63], these
‘slow’ species also tend to have higher CORT levels than
short-lived ‘fast’ species [15]. If life history was the cause linking
CORT and brain size, then we would thus have found a positive
relationship between them, but we have found just the opposite.
In addition, in our analyses, we have controlled for several
potential confounding variables that capture various aspects
of the species’ life history, notably body mass. Previous work
by Hau et al. [15] showed that both baseline and maximum
CORT levels varied inversely with body mass, although, in
our study, the effects of body mass were non-significant.
Given that a large body mass is associated with a slow pace of
life [64], its negative relationship with CORT levels or the
absence of such effects are contradictory to what we would
expect if big brains and high CORT were a common outcome
of having a ‘slow’ pace of life. In a similar vein, the absence
of a negative relationship between CORT and body mass also
renders the possibility unlikely that the negative CORT–brain
association is simply driven by allometric effects in which selection acts on body mass rather than on brain size. Our results are
thus consistent with the view that within long-lived species,
only those with enlarged brains have been able to reduce
CORT levels.
Admittedly, the negative effect of brain size on CORT levels
was reduced in certain LHSs, notably during the reproductive
and migration stages. The reduction during the reproductive stage may be explained by the opposing influence of
brood value. Although brood value exhibited no consistent
effect on CORT levels over all four LHSs (this study), it has

been found important during the reproductive stage, because
species with limited future breeding opportunities (i.e. with
high brood value) cannot afford high CORT levels that
impair reproduction [14]. A high brood value is often associated with a fast pace of life, as is small brain size [63].
Therefore, although species with small brains usually rely on
the general neuroendocrine stress response, according to our
results, evolution should favour the mitigation of stress
response in these species when they are caring for their offspring. Contrarily, species with large brains may be less
dependent on the hormonal stress response for coping with
challenges, whereas they need not dampen it specifically for
the breeding season as their own survival tends to be more
valuable for them than current reproduction.
It remains less clear, however, why the negative relationship between brain size and baseline CORT breaks down
in the migratory stage. Migrating birds often circulate highly
elevated baseline CORT levels, perhaps as result of the high
energetic demands of migration [13], and it is possible that
large-brained species are just as reliant on this physiological
‘tuning’ as are small-brained species. Furthermore, CORT
levels during the spring and autumn migrations can differ
[13], which we did not consider in our analyses owing to
small sample sizes. Finally, the lack of correlation between
brain size and baseline CORT in the migratory stage could
simply reflect the reduced variation in residual brain size
observed in migratory species [49]. Clearly, more detailed
studies are required on this matter.
Our findings contribute to the debate over the importance
of corticosterone in mediating life-history trade-offs through
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Table 2. Parameter estimates for the fully parametrized Bayesian phylogenetic mixed-effects model (model no. 2 from the candidate model set in table 1).
(Dependent variable was CORT levels (both baseline and peak). The intercept was removed for easier interpretation, therefore baseline and peak CORT levels
show parameter estimates for the reference factor level (wintering), and other parameters give parameters according to the model speciﬁcation. LHS refers to
life-history stage. Posterior means with 95% lower and upper credibility intervals (CI) and Bayesian p-values are reported.)
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that this is a general compensatory mechanism of vertebrates
is intriguing and we anticipate that investigating this question may be an important avenue for future research.
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may be higher in the long term. As our analyses suggest,
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anticipating the stressors. This mechanism is based on information acquisition and behaviourally flexible responses, and
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